
                     STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Manawatu Racing Club Date: Saturday 19 December 2020 
Weather: Fine 
Track: Dead(4) 
Rail: True 
Stewards: J Oatham (Chairman), N Goodwin, K Coppins, B Bateup 
Vet: P Aitken BVSc 
Typist: S Shirriffs 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: MAHOE; LINCOLN FALLS; ON THE BUBBLES; SASSENACH; NO COMPROMISE; INITIATIVE; 

TAVI MAC, CALLSIGN MAV; HUNTA PENCE, DOLCETTO; PODKAST. 

Suspensions: Race 4 T Yanagida SATRIANI 
Careless riding 300 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] Suspended 20/12-1/1 incl. (7 
days) and fined as below 

Protests: Nil   

Fines: Race 4 T Yanagida SATRIANI 
$500 [Rule 638(1)(d)] Careless riding 300 metres 

Warnings: Race 
 
Race 
 
Race 
 
Race 

4 
 
4 
 
8 
 
9 

T Yanagida SATRIANI 
[Rule 638(1)(d)] Shifting ground 1700 metres 
B Ansell CAPELYN 
[Rule 648(5)] Weighed in overweight 
B Lammas AWESOME AL 
[Rule 616(4)] Incorrect gear 
D Hirini BANGLES 
[Rule 638(1)(d)] Shifting ground after start 

Horse Actions: Race 
Race 
 

3 
7 

REIGN IT IN - Ran off, required to trial 
TAVIS COURT - Bled, 2 month stand down from training, 3 month stand 
down from racing or trialling with a veterinary clearance required 

Follow Up: Race 6 HAPPY TAV 

Medical Certificates: Required from R Bishop 

Rider Changes: Race 4 
6 
8 

WHOLETTHEFOXOUT - J Parkes for R Bishop (injured) 
HANDFULL - R Elliot for R Bishop 
JACKSSTAR - A Mudhoo for R Bishop 

Late Scratchings: Nil   

 
GENERAL:  

R Bishop did not attend the meeting due to injury and is required to provide a medical clearance prior to riding next. 

 

RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 INTER BUILDING LTD/NOEL EALES MEMORIAL (1400 Metres) 

JUST BEN (H Schofer) - Raced three wide without cover throughout. 



 
MAHOE (T Taiaroa) - Over-raced in the middle stages. 
 
INVISIBLE SPIRIT (L Allpress) - When questioned regarding performance rider was unable to offer any excuse other 
than possibly feeling the firmer track conditions today. 
 

Race 2 JACPAC HOMES 1200 (1200 Metres) 

FIANO (A Mudhoo) - Slow away after being fractious in the barriers. 
 
CHALLA (J Kamaruddin) - Blundered leaving the barriers.  Inconvenienced rounding the bend due to HUGO THE BOSS 
hanging out, with CHALLA being forced over extra ground. 
 
HUGO THE BOSS (K Hercock) - Hung outwards rounding the bend. 
 
GO JAMES (L Allpress) - Held up rounding the turn and in the home straight having to shift ground to obtain clear 
running near the 200 metres.  Rider L Allpress was reminded of her obligation to ride her mounts out fully to the 
finish after narrowly holding second place. 
 
J Kamaruddin (CHALLA) - Spoken to regarding his whip use prior to the 100 metres. 
 

Race 3 NZB INSURANCE PEARL SERIES RACE 2YO (1100 Metres) 

REIGN IT IN (R Elliot) - Commenced to race ungenerously shortly after the start and ran off going into the bend at the 
800 metres not being persevered with.  A post-race veterinary inspection did not reveal any abnormality.  Trainer R 
Bergerson was advised that the colt must trial satisfactorily prior to racing next.  Mr Bergerson advised that REIGN IT 
IN is likely to be gelded and sent for a spell. 
 
HELLUVAH RETURN (S Macnab) - Shied on two occasions near the 250 metres. 
 
DRAGON BISCUIT (S McKay) - Lay in under pressure in the home straight. 
 
CATS IN THE CRADLE (L Allpress) - When questioned into the run of CATS IN THE CRADLE rider had no tangible excuse.  
Co-trainer J Benner advised the filly will now be spelled. 
 

Race 4 THE TANK GUYS 2100 (2100 Metres) 

The start of this race was delayed approximately 2 minutes due a portion of running rail requiring attention. 
 
STAR QUALITY (S McKay) - Raced wide in the back straight. 
 
FISHERMANS BLUES (S MacNab) - Had to be steadied to avoid the heels of CARPE DIEM approaching the winning post 
on the first occasion.  Again steadied when becoming awkwardly placed inside the heels of BEAU GESTE shortly after 
when that runner was taken in slightly by DEEP BLUE which lay in and away from CATELYN. 
 
T Yanagida (SATRIANI) - Issued with a warning after permitting his mount to shift inwards near the 1700 metres when 
not fully clear of CARPE DIEM, which had to be steadied, going back onto BEAR GRYLS which was checked to avoid 
that runner’s heels. 
 
CARPE DIEM (A Mudhoo) - Steadied to avoid the heels of SATRIANI near the 1700 metres. 
 
BEAR GRYLS (J Kamaruddin) - Checked to avoid the heels of CARPE DIEM near the 1700 metres. 
 
CAPELYN (B Ansell) - Raced wide without cover until improving forward to lead near the 1100 metres. 



 
B Ansell (CAPELYN) - Issued with a warning after weighing in 0.7kg above her weighing out weight. 
 
T Yanagida (SATRIANI) - Admitted a charge of careless riding in that he permitted his mount to shift outwards when 
not sufficiently clear of BEAU GESTE, which was checked near the 300 metres.  After hearing submissions the Judicial 
Committee suspended T Yanagida’s licence to ride in races from the conclusion of racing today, Saturday 19 
December 2020 up to an including racing on Friday, 1 January 2021 (7 national days) and in addition imposed a fine of 
$500. 
 
BEAU GESTE (S O’Malley) - Crowded and checked near the 300 metres, then not being persevered with for the 
remainder of the race. 
 

Race 5 THE PAVEMASTERS LTD 2100 (2100 Metres) 

RUN LEE (H Schofer) - Crowded leaving the barriers. 
 
CARNABY (S O’Malley) - Raced three wide without cover in the middle stages. 
 
ZOLA EXPRESS (J Parkes) - Held up early in the home straight and was unable to obtain clear running until passing the 
200 metres. 
 
MATARO (R Elliot) - Held up near the 250 metres having to steady and shift outwards across heels to obtain clear 
running. 
 
NO COMPROMISE (L Allpress) - Lay out under pressure in the straight. 
 

Race 6 RICH HILL STUD 1600 (1600 Metres) 

BRIDAL VEIL (S Macnab) - Jumped away awkwardly losing ground. 
 
INITIATIVE (M Cameron) - Slow away. 
 
THAT’S INCRANIBULL (H Schofer) - Jumped away awkwardly. 
 
BIG BEN (C Johnson) - Over-raced in the early stages before obtaining cover near the 800 metres. 
 
FLYING MEG (A Mudhoo) - Raced wide without cover.  Lay in under pressure in the home straight. 
 
HAPPY TAV (L Allpress) - Raced three wide without cover.  Was not persevered with in the final straight dropping out 
to finish a distant last.  When questioned regarding performance rider could offer no excuse.  A post-race veterinary 
examination found the mare to have a slow rate of recovery. 
 

Race 7 KEVIN PRATT MEMORIAL/MANAWATU CHALLENGE STAKES (Group 2) (1400 Metres) 

CREDIT MANAGER (M Cameron) - Slow away. 
 
MOTIVATION (J Parkes) - Restrained shortly after the start to obtain cover. 
 
AIMEE’S JEWEL (L Allpress) - Slow away.  When improving into a tight run to the inside of CALLSIGN MAV was taken in 
slightly by that runner placing the weakening TAVIS COURT in restricted room near the 200 metres. 
 
TAVIS COURT (H Schofer) - Placed in restricted room when weakening near the 200 metres.  Was found to have bled 
from both nostrils during the running and is now subject to the mandatory stand down periods. 
 



Race 8 BRAMCO GRANITE AND MARBLE MANAWATU CUP (Group 3) (2300 Metres) 

B Lammas - Issued with a warning after failing to apply the notified nasal strip to AWESOME AL. 
 
STAR TSAR (M Cameron) - Awkwardly away.  Lay in under pressure inconveniencing PLATINUM RAPPER near the 200 
metres. 
 
PLATINUM RAPPER (L Hemi) - Slow away.  Inconvenienced near the 200 metres. 
 
AWESOM AL (R Aukett) - Slow away then further hampered by VOLER POUR MOI shortly after the start. 
 
VOLER POUR MOI (T Yanagida) - Jumped away awkwardly then lay out in the early stages, hampering AWESOME AL. 
 
HUNTA PENCE (D Bradley) - Over-raced in the early stages. 
 
CAMINO ROCOSO (C Johnson) - Over-raced when being restrained in the early to middle stages. 
 
ZA ZA GABOR (T Allan) - Over-raced in the early stages. 
 
SIR NATE (A Goindasamy) - Lay out under pressure in the straight. 
 
FELAAR (L Allpress) - Crowded just short of the finish when HUNTA PENCE shifted inwards slightly, simultaneously as 
DOLCETTO shifted outwards slightly away from CAMINO ROCOSO. 
 
JACKSSTAR (A Mudhoo) - Rider dropped his whip near the 200 metres. 
 
PLATINUM INVADOR (R Elliot) - Lost left front plate during the running. 
 

Race 9 CAPTURE SIGNS 1400 (1400 Metres) 

DEDOJE (T Harris) - Jumped away awkwardly and bumped with FLORAL BELT. 
 
FLORAL BELT (L Allpress) - Bumped start.  Held up for a distance approaching the 250 metres. 
 
KICK START (J Parkes) - Slow away. 
 
D Hirini (BANGLES) - Issued with a warning after allowing her mount to shift inwards shortly after the start when not 
fully clear of GOBUYIT, which had to be steadied. 
 
GOBUYIT (T Yanagida) - Had to be steadied to avoid heels shortly after the start.  Had to be checked to avoid the 
heels of the weakening BANGLES rounding the final turn near the 400 metres, and ran wide. 
 
PODKAST (D Bradley) - Made the bend near the 800 metres awkwardly running wide hampering BANGLES.  Lay out 
under pressure over the final stages inconveniencing KELLYS INSPIRATION.  D Bradley was advised to exercise care. 
 
BANGLES (D Hirini) - Hampered near the 800 metres then hung out rounding the bend. 
 
KELLYS INSPIRATION (J Riddell) - Inconvenienced final stages. 
 

 

Stipendiary Stewards report as posted is provisional and subject to further review and amendment. 



 


